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amazing and extraordinary facts: 
scotland
9781910821145 Hardback £9.99
douglas skelton

scotland has had a massive impact on the world. 
This intriguing miscellany uncovers and celebrates 
the culture, characters, legends, firsts and 
inventions that have shaped the country’s rich and 
majestic history.

This eye opening collection of trivia will enlighten 
you on many of the myths surrounding scotland. 
bagpipes, tartan and haggis are all archetypal 
images of scotland, but did they originate here? 
Clan wars, family feuds, invasions and battles 
are just some of the historical subjects in this 
fascinating read. scots have been at the forefront 
of modern life, with innovators ushering in the 
industrial Revolution, medical breakthroughs, and 
engineers famed across the globe. Along the way 
you will also find entries on the food, the sporting 
heritage and of murder most foul.

douglas skelton is a former journalist and local 
newspaper editor. he has published 11 non-fiction 
books dealing with true crime and the darker side 
of scottish history as well as six crime novels.

amazing and extraordinary facts: 
ireland
9781910821138 Hardback £9.99
sarah Elliott

Come on an absorbing journey to unearth 
the adventures, inventions, legends, firsts 
and birthplaces that have shaped the unique 
history of ireland.

From baltimore to barbary, Titanic to 
shergar, and even the myth of the Aran 
jumper, this intriguing compendium of 
facts and stories will give you a captivating 
insight into The Emerald isle, and the ideas 
and events that have shaped the individual 
identity of this remarkable country. 

sarah Elliott holds a degree in Modern 
history and recently obtained an MA in irish 
history from Maynooth university. she is 
interested in all facets of irish life and has 
published books on subjects as diverse as 
the irish beard and gAA.



AmAzing And ExtrAordinAry FActs
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hardback £9.99
180 mm x 136 mm • 144 pages

discover the answers to these questions, alongside many 
other amazing and extraordinary facts, in this absorbing 

and bestselling series from Rydon Publishing.

What was the tallest building in the  
world for over 200 years?

Who was Big Ben?

Which animals are natures grave diggers?

jane austen 
9781910821121 Hb £9.99
henrietta heald

Jane Austen is one of the most 
extensively read writers in English 
literature, renowned around the 
world for her romantic novels. 
discover little known facts about 
this much-loved author.

sHakespeare
9781910821060 Hb £9.99
Joseph Piercy

learn the secrets behind the 
infamous bard’s life and works, 
and their lasting legacy, in this 
intriguing collection of stories, 
trivia and extraordinary facts.

cHurcHill
9781910821077 Hb £9.99
Joseph Piercy

An amazing collection of stories 
of this great british statesmen. 
From his courageous leadership 
during WWii, powerful speeches, 
sharp wit, tumultuous career and 
fascinating personal life.



london at War 
9781910821084 Hb £9.99
stephen halliday

discover the impact of the 
world’s wars on london, as 
the trials and tribulations, and 
lasting effects, are explored. 

london 
9781910821022 Hb £9.99
stephen halliday

Tales of iconic buildings, 
surprising events and colourful 
characters combine to reveal 
the history of this world 
famous capital city.

london underground 
9781910821039 Hb £9.99
stephen halliday

The intriguing history of this 
iconic transport system features 
stories of ground-breaking 
engineering, architecture and 
art, political wranglings and 
financial disasters.

catHedrals and abbeys 
9781910821046 Hb £9.99
stephen halliday

With tales of historic events 
and spectacular architectural 
feats, the rich heritage of these 
beautiful buildings is revealed.

tHe englisH countryside 
9781910821015 Hb £9.99
Ruth binney

discover the quirky country 
traditions, fascinating folklore 
and rich natural history of rural 
England in this entertaining 
collection.

railWays
9781910821008 Hb £9.99
Julian holland

From the sublime to the 
ridiculous, and the euphoric to 
the poignant, this fascinating 
book will transport the reader 
through the enthralling history 
of britain’s railways.



animal lore
9781910821152 hardback £9.99
Ruth binney

This timeless collection of intriguing tales, 
legends, proverbs and predictions of the 
animal world brings together the special 
and ancient bond that we share with these 
remarkable creatures

The companionship between humans and 
animals has been recounted in countless tales 
throughout the ages. From chirping crickets as 
a sign of impending rain, to knotting a tiger’s 
whisker into your moustache to defeat the 
big Cat, exploring the lore and legends of the 
animal world makes it abundantly clear that 
the characters of animals have become an 
integral part of our descriptive language. They 
can be our friends and foes, bring good luck 
and bad, they can be evil witches and devils in 
disguise, or worshipped and revered.

plant lore and legend 
9781910821107 Hb £9.99
Ruth binney 

A fascinating and absorbing 
miscellany of traditional 
wisdom, stories and 
superstitions about plants, 
trees and flowers, which will 
entertain and inform all lovers 
of plants and gardens.

Wise Words of Wisdom 
9781910821114 Hb £9.99
Ruth binney

A charming collection of 
time-honoured wisdom from 
generations of country people 
– from gardening and kitchen 
tips, to traditional health and 
beauty tricks.

Ruth binney has been 
studying the countryside 
and nature for over 50 
years. she holds a degree 
in natural sciences from 
Cambridge university and 
is a bestselling author 
having published numerous 
books on the gardening, 
countryside, country sayings 
and customs. Ruth lives in 
yeovil, somerset.


